Intermittent straining accelerates the development of tissue properties in engineered heart valve tissue.
Tissue-engineered heart valves lack sufficient amounts of functionally organized structures and consequently do not meet in vivo mechanical demands. To optimize tissue architecture and hence improve mechanical properties, various in vitro mechanical conditioning protocols have been proposed, of which intermittent straining is most promising in terms of tissue properties. We hypothesize that this is due to an improved collagen matrix synthesis, maturation, and organization, triggered by periodic straining of cells. To test this hypothesis, we studied the effect of intermittent versus constrained conditioning with time (2-4 weeks), using a novel model system of human heart valve tissue. Temporal variations in collagen production, cross-link density, and mechanical properties were quantified in engineered heart valve tissue, cyclically strained for 3-h periods, alternated with 3-h periods rest. In addition, an innovative method for vital collagen imaging was used to monitor collagen organization. Intermittent straining resulted in increased collagen production, cross-link densities, collagen organization, and mechanical properties at faster rates, as compared to constrained controls, leading to stronger tissues in shorter culture periods. This is of utmost importance for heart valve tissue engineering, where insufficient mechanical properties are currently the main limiting factor.